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No.

BRIDGE

OS Location

BUILD DATE

GY1

Beddgelert Roman Bridge

SH 648 527

16th C

GY2

Bont Fechan

SH 463 380

17th C

GY3

Bridge at Parc, Llanfrothen

SH 629 440

17th C

GY4

Dolgellau Y Bont Fawr

SH 729 180

1638

GY5

Ivy Bridge

SH 654 394

17/18th C

GY6

Mallwyd Bridge

SH 861 127

1637

GY7

Pont Aberglaslyn

SH 594 462

17th C

GY8

Pont Cymmerau

SH 691 431

17th C

GY9

Pont Dol Rhiw Felen

SH 685 416

17th C

GY10

Pont Dol-y-moch

SH 685 417

16th C

GY11

Pont Fawr

SH 982 366

17th C

GY12

Pont Gweirglodd Gilfach

SH 888 260

17th C
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GY13

Pont Helygog

SH 791 196

17/18th C

GY14

Pont Llanfor

SH 938 366

17th C

GY15

Pont Llanystumdwy

SH 475 386

17th C

GY16

Pont Minllyn

SH 860 139

17th C

GY17

Pont y Bala

SH 930 363

17th C

GY18

Pont y Porthmyn

SH 803 398

15th C?

GY19

Pont-y-cim

SH 442 523

1612

GY20

Ysgoldy Clapper Bridge

SH 634 514

15/16th C

Information sheets are provided for all the bridges listed.
Afon Trwsgl Clapper Bridge, (SH 545 492) and Tan-y-Fynwent Clapper Bridge, (SH 329 816) were
removed from the compendium, because the evidence for including them is so weak; I have found no
photographs, and there is a dearth of other information. However I record their existence as possible
pre-1700 bridges here, and should I obtain positive information I will include either or both of them.
I also add to the end of this package, an information Sheet for an important old bridge in the Isle of
Man, Monks Bridge (SC 280 705)
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GY1. Beddgelert Roman Bridge carries a path over the Afon Glaslyn at the edge of Llyn Gwynant campsite, beside
the A498, 20km north-east of Beddgelert. Unfortunately I have not been able to visit the bridge, so am reliant on a
holiday-maker’s photograph, and for most details, the Listing. The clapper bridge has 3 rectangular channels, but the 2
to the north-west, of which the larger is c1.8m wide, are relatively close together, though the rubble pier between them
is broad in the context of such bridges. However the 3rd channel is some distance to the south-east linked by a
causeway, and connected to the nearer bank by a gently-sloping boulder-built ramp. This part of the bridge is relatively
modern, but it is thought that the north- western part dates to the 16th century. The slab walkway is of width, c1.2m, and
there are rails at one face. The Listing suggests that the bridge was built to give access to a large house built by a
forerunner of the important Wynn family, but others surmise that it was on an important packhorse route, possibly in use
from Roman times, though in spite of its name the bridge can only be late-medieval.
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GY2. Bont Fechan crosses the River Dwyfach, and once carried the A497 west of Criccieth in the Lleyn Peninsula,
but was bypassed in 1961. There are four segmental arches, one much smaller at the south end (to the left on the
photograph), the others close in size spanning 4.3m each, the whole amounting to a length of 24.5m; there are no
downstream cutwaters. The Listing states that the bridge was widened in 1780 from 2.15m to 3.9 m, on the west
side, and that the southern two arches, which do look newer, date in their present form from then. The rough rubble
fabric of the arches viewed from the east as below, including the single near-flush arch rings on the northern arches,
is compatible with a late 17th century build-date. As implied, access is good to the east, but more or less non-existent
to the west. Looking over the parapets at that face however, can be seen a massive cutwater, between the two
central arches which must have been there before the widening operation and incorporated into the modified
structure, since it is unimaginable that it would have been built then.
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GY3. Bridge at Parc, Llanfrothen crosses the Afon Maesgwm, a feeder stream for the Afon Glaslyn, and used to
carry a road to a house called Parc, but there is now other access. It is on private land, but enough can be seen,
from the nearby minor road which leads northwards from the A4085 to a hamlet called Croesor, to confirm its
existence if little more, as shown in the photograph. The details taken from the Listed Buildings site are that it has
one segmental arch, with arch rings of roughly dressed voussoirs recessed below hood moulds, just visible in the
photograph. The profile looks gently curved, and there are no parapets. The fabric is rubble. It is suggested by the
Listed Buildings site that it dates from the early 17th century, though it was refurbished in the 19th century, in spite of
having been already superseded.

A short distance further north beside the minor
road to Croesor, there is a built up clapper bridge
with a single rectangular aperture, now bypassed.
The upper part of the bridge is made of coursed
rubble and is not old, but the damaged slab
forming the roof of the aperture, and the rubble
abutments could date back to the late 17th century
when the road it used to carry replaced that over
the bridge described above.
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GY4. Dolgellau Y Bont Fawr, translated ‘The Big
Bridge’ brings traffic south into the town of Dolgellau
across the River Wnion. There are now 7 arches,
though Jervoise suggests that there were once three
more. He states that the original bridge dating from
1638 (confirmed by a plaque) survives in the
upstream face of the central 3 arches, below parapet
level, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th from the right in the
photograph below; the southernmost is not shown.
Given that date it is a surprise to find the shallow
pointed shape, but Jervoise is surely correct in
assuming that when built they matched surviving
arches of an earlier bridge. The two southern arches
are also pointed, but have arch rings recessed below
hood moulds, rather than flush as in the older
arches. The fabric is a mixture of coursed and random rubble, with dressed voussoirs. The view above shows the join
resulting from the widening of the 1638 bridge from 3.3m to 6m, carried out at the upstream face, probably in 1870. At
this time also the two northern segmental arches, and the two to the south may have been built, or rather rebuilt. A clue
to this is the absence of any sign of widening in the soffits of these arches. Finally, there was rebuilding then of the
upper portion of the 1638 bridge, hence the pilasters and band course. Little need be said about the upstream aspect,
now obscured by a walkway supported by a heavy girder resting on extravagantly stepped cutwaters. The bridge length
is 63m, and it slopes down appreciably from north to south. It is fairly easily viewed from the south bank of the river,
save that when I visited the area upstream was fenced off to allow landscaping.
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GY5. Ivy Bridge crosses the River Prysor, beside a woodland path leading south from the A496, adjacent to
Maentwrog Power Station. It is a single segmental arch spanning of the order of 10m and rising quite high above
the water surface; it is festooned with creepers at both faces. The fabric is coursed rubble and the voussoirs are
shaped; there are no parapets, the trackway is grassed and over 2.5m wide. I wondered if the bridge, which the
Listing refers to as a ‘packhorse bridge’ on the route between Harlech and Maentwrog, might have been widened at
some stage, but as far as I can see, it has not. As for its age, the Listing defaults to ‘18th century or earlier’, and I
shall class it as 17th/18th century. Access is good around the bridge, though as can be seen foliage makes it difficult
to view.
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GY6. Mallwyd Bridge crosses the River Cleifion, just
upstream of its junction with the River Dovey, to the north of
the village of Mallwyd. The modern road, the A470 crosses
the river gorge at high level, and the disused old bridge is
far below it to the west. The photograph alongside, a 19th
century image taken off the screen, shows the juxtaposition
of the bridge and its modern replacement, and that the
former comprises a single segmental arch with single flush
arch rings; there are no parapets, though at that time there
were rails. My own photograph below only shows that the
bridge is still there and that the rails have vanished. The
Listing indicates that it was built of rubble and spans 6.6m.
The width of the grassed trackway which can be seen in
the photograph is 2.95m. The bridge is attributed to the
same Dr. John Davies who was responsible for Pont Minllyn
nearby, and dated to 1637. In the photograph below, the
grassed bridge trackway is at the upper centre of the frame, with the river on the lower left. Presumably a better view
might be obtained in winter as foliage dies back.
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GY7. Pont Aberglaslyn carries the A4085 over the
River Glaslyn to join the A498, 2km south of
Beddgelert. There is no place to park near to the
bridge, so I could only drive past and across it a few
times, and the views had to be obtained from
postcards on the internet. There is a single nearsemi-circular arch, with a span of approximately 9m.
It is suggested by the Listing that the bridge was
built in 1656, but both widened and heightened after
1795. The fabric is rubble with the arch rings
conforming to the norm for the region, being
recessed and surmounted by a hood mould made of
thin stone pieces. There are stringcourses on each
face, horizontal on the upstream face, but curved
upwards on the downstream face to overtop the long
voussoirs. The roadway splays outwards slightly at
the east end to ease the junction with the A498. This
is a bridge linked by folklore to the devil by a variant
of the tale about the soul of the first crosser being
forfeit. The postcard views are from upstream, above
and downstream. A curiosity is the apparent neardoubling in width in the soffits shown below, whereas
nothing remotely similar can be seen in other photographs; it might be that there is a small shape change, which shows
as a dark line only from downstream.
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GY8. Pont Cymmerau crosses the Afon Goedol, a tributary of the Afon Dwyryd, immediately below impressive
waterfalls and is accessed by a track leading south-west from a lay-by on the A496, north-west of Llan Ffestiniog.
The bridge comprises two stilted segmental arches, supported by a broad pier which carries a shallow pointed
cutwater at the upstream face, shown below, and a flat buttress downstream. The pathway is now enclosed by
modern railings, which cut off an upstream refuge above the cutwater, and is 1.4m wide; there is no evidence of
widening. The fabric is rubble, the profile flat, and there are single arch rings made of roughly shaped edge-on
voussoirs. The build-date is given as 17th century by the Listed Building site, and this is reasonable, though there
are no obvious markers. The bridge is viewed from upstream without difficulty save for the amount of obstruction by
foliage.
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GY9. Pont Dol Rhiw Felen was not on my original
desk-top list, but I saw it when visiting Pont Dol y
Moch, and it is of some interest. It crosses the River
Cynfal, a tributary of the River Dwyryd, carrying now
a stub of a road, about 100m from the other bridge,
Unfortunately, it is in a somewhat dilapidated state
and especially on the downstream face, covered with
creepers. The Coflein site assigns its build date to the
17th century, and even links it to Inigo Jones. The
date seems reasonable and the single segmental
arch has the characteristic North Wales features of
recessed voussoirs beneath a hood mould at both
faces though most of the thin stones forming the
latter have fallen out. The bridge is now 4.5m wide
but has been widened probably in the 18th century,
almost certainly upstream, by more than 2m, and the
shape of the arch of the new portion does not follow
closely the original lines; the lower part of the
photograph alongside just about shows the join and
the shape change, viewed from downstream. The explanation for this work being done is that until the mid-19th century,
the redundant bridge carried the main road along the Vale of Ffestiniog, now the differently aligned A496. Access is
good, and the modified upstream face can be easily viewed as shown below. Especially if there is an Inigo Jones link,
the condition of the bridge is a matter for regret.
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GY10. Pont Dol y Moch provides access to an old mansion across the River Dwyryd in the Vale of Ffestiniog, 2km
west of the township of Ffestiniog. The bridge comprises 4 unequal segmental arches, the largest of which must
span c7.5m, separated by 3 broad piers giving a total length of 37m, and it is so impressive that it is hard to believe
that it was built in this form only to give access to a house. The facts that its width is only 2.7m and that it has never
been widened may dampen speculation about whether it had any wider function, but it is a puzzle. It is of coursed
rubble construction throughout, including the parapets, but the individual stones are unusually thin. It has the
characteristic North Wales arch ring arrangement with the voussoirs recessed beneath a hood mould made of thin
stones. There are prominent cutwaters, upstream and downstream, unusually 10 in all because the abutments also
carry them, and all rise to give refuges at roadway level. The bridge rises gently towards the centre when viewed in
profile. As to age, it is known that the house to which it gives access dates from the late 16 th century and the form
of the bridge is compatible with that date. Access is good, though trees make it impossible to get an unobstructed
view of the whole structure.
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GY11. Pont Fawr is a very fine bridge carrying the
B4401 over the River Dee at Llandderfel, 6km east
of Bala. It comprises 4 shallow segmental arches,
each, as viewed from downstream, with a recessed
arch ring below a hood mould in the form of a ring of
tiles. The central two arches are higher and wider so
the bridge as a whole rises to the centre. The
structure is now made up of two bonded bridges, as
indicated by the break in the soffits shown in the
photograph alongside. The newer one, upstream,
reproduces fairly closely the features of the original,
including the arch shape, and arch ring and cutwater
design. The fabric is random rubble throughout
saving that the soffits of the original bridge are of
more regularly coursed material. The total length is
50m, with the largest arch spanning c16m and the
width of the roadway is now 5.7m, so must originally
have been c3m. The Listing considers that the bridge
was built in the 2nd half of the 17th century, which seems reasonable, and that it was widened about a century later.
Access is very good downstream but limited upstream.
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GY12. Pont Gweirglodd Gilfach is 10km southwest of Bala and carries a track over a stream called
Cwm Croes, which eventually connects to the River
Dee. I failed to reach the bridge, so all my information
comes from the Listing, and the representation is an
old postcard. As can be seen, it comprises a single
shallow segmental arch, and is of particularly large
grade rubble construction, not least in the voussoirs
which make up the single arch rings. There are no
parapets, and it is not thought that there ever were.
It seems to have been unusual in the area in
surviving a flood in 1781, and the Listing states that it was built in the 17th century. Unfortunately, I have no dimensional
information.
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GY13. Pont Helygog carries a track over the Nant Helygog, which indirectly feeds the Afon Mawddach. It is south
of the A494, and some 7.5 kilometres north-east of Dolgellau. I spent a couple of hours failing to find a way to reach
the bridge, but include it with information taken from the Listed Buildings site, and a photograph taken by Ms Dawson.
It comprises a segmental arch built from rubble with boulders in the foundations. There are single arch rings made
from roughly shaped voussoirs, fixed on their edges. The Listing suggests that the foundations must once have
supported a wider bridge, though seems to get carried away in suggesting that the structure may still incorporate
Roman parts; in contrast the Colflein site fixes on the 18th century. Without having viewed the bridge it is hard to
comment further, but from photographs I can accept that most of what is to be seen is 18 th century, but that there
may be enough older structure left to justify 17/18th century categorisation.
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GY14. Pont Llanfor which crosses a minor stream,
Nant Hafhesp, which flows into the River Dee, carried
the A494 through the village from which it takes its
name 1½km north-east of Bala, until a bypass was
built. It comprises two segmental arches, with
recessed

arch

rings

below

hood

mould

arrangements on both faces. The signs of a widening
operation are visible in the photograph alongside,
taken from upstream of the eastern arch. The
western arch which was dry when I visited was lined
with corrugated iron for at least part of its width. The
fabric is random rubble with distinctive slate copings
on top of the parapets. The bridge is 18m long and
the roadway now is close to 5m wide, perhaps it was
originally just less than 3m wide. The original portion
of the bridge, at the downstream face, is reasonably
assigned to the later 17th century, and the widening
operation probably took place just over a century
later. The photograph below is of the downstream aspect. Access is possible upstream and downstream, though
considerable vegetation surrounds the bridge.
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GY15. Pont Llanystumdwy crosses the River Dwyfor in the
village from which it takes its name, just to the west of Criccieth in
the Lleyn Peninsula. It is a complex structure; the main two river
arches are segmental with recessed arch rings below hood
moulds on each face. There is less certainty about another two
arches which according to the Listing are to the north; one is a
stilted segmental arch, the other a square culvert. There may also
be a further culvert to the south but a combination of poor access
and vigorous foliage growth has prevented me from confirming
this. The photograph alongside shows that the bridge, built in the
early 17th century, was widened, from 2.8m to 4.6m, apparently in
1780 when Pont Fechan which lay on the same road a mile or so
west, was also widened. The Listing and Jervoise concur that this
took place on the downstream face, the aspect shown in the upper
photograph. An unsightly concrete pedestrian walkway

was

suspended on the upstream cutwaters about fifty years ago, so
obscuring some of the surviving original face of the bridge, as
shown in the lower right hand photograph. The fabric of the
original and 1780 portions of the bridge is random rubble, save for
the more ordered soffits of the original, and of course the recent
concrete addition. The photograph, below to the left, shows 3 of
the 4 arches viewed from downstream, and indicates how the
bridge splays outwards at the north end to accommodate the
sharp bend onto it, in front of the church. Access is as already
mentioned frustratingly poor.
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GY16. Pont Minllyn crosses the River Dovey a few metres south of the A470, close to the village of the same name.
As can be seen below it comprises two near equal, slightly stilted segmental arches which together give a bridge
length of 18m, with the slightly larger of the two contributing c8.5m. The bridge is now walled off by the embankment
for the nearby road. There is little remaining upper structure with the spandrels cut off at the level of the grassed
trackway, only the voussoirs left from the arches, and no vestige of parapets; the trackway is approximately 2.5m
wide. The fabric is rubble, with single arch rings of shaped voussoirs. The bridge is thought to have been built at the
instigation of a Dr. John Davies, the rector of the local parish in the early years of the 17 th century. Jervoise thought
the structure under threat when he visited some 80+ years ago, but it looks as he described it and reasonably wellmaintained now.
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GY17. Pont y Bala carries the A494 across the River Tryweryn, a left bank tributary of the River Dee, into the
township of Bala. The bridge comprises 4 segmental arches, the largest spanning c12m and the older upstream
face shows the recessed arch rings overtopped by a hood mould which are characteristic of pre-modern bridges in
the locality. The downstream face is more recent, and reflects a near-doubling of the width from 5.4m, evidence of
which can be seen in the soffits as in the photograph below; the arch rings on the downstream face are of the local
style, but the low cutwaters are surmounted by pilasters. The fabric is rubble, save that the soffits extension are
coated with concrete. As to the age of the bridge, the Listing suggests that the original structure as seen from
upstream was erected in 1684, so dating it to the 17th century, though Jervoise attributes it to a century later
presumably on the basis of its appearance and maybe its width. The appearance of the older face was probably
altered as part of modifications, and without stronger contrary evidence I shall stick to the 17th century. Access is
good upstream and downstream, but the photograph is rather poor because I could not avoid the influence of the
sun when viewing the older face, and I could find nothing better for my purpose on the internet.
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GY18. Pont Y Porthmyn is west of Bala, some 40m north of the B4391, just after it has diverged from the A4212,
to the east of Llyn Celyn; it crosses the Afon Taihirion which carries water by way of the River Tryweyrn, to the River
Dee. It appears isolated on moorland, without even a distinctive trackway forming its approaches, but it has been
suggested that it may once have carried a track leading to a Knights Hospitaller’s commandary at Ysbyty Ifan. As
can be seen it comprises a single flat slightly pointed arch, c2.5m wide, made up of soffits of quite regular but
undressed stones, resting on imposts of large blocks. Although few parts now remain, there is clear evidence that a
hood mould once surmounted the single arch rings. There are no parapets, and no upper- works at the crown of the
bridge, where the tops of the soffits penetrate the grassy trackway. The appearance and the link to a commandary
suggest medieval origins, perhaps 15th century, though documentary evidence extends back to the 17th century only.
It is easily observed, though care must be taken in trying to get close.
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GY19. Pont-y-cim carries a minor road over the Afon
Llyfni, some 800m east of the A499, and about 12km
south-west of Caernarvon. It is rubble- built and has
a single segmental arch spanning 6.6m; there are
low parapets topped by untidy metal railings which
are presumably a recent addition. The roadway is
2.1m wide, but according to the Listing, it was
widened in c1750 by 0.75m upstream, only for the
extension to be damaged and then removed in 1935.
It follows that the downstream face, shown below is
original, while that upstream must at very least have
been heavily repaired. The arch ring arrangement is
curious, as best seen in the lower photograph; the
hood mould above a recessed arch ring thicken
round the arch circumference until it is almost a
double arch ring configuration in two orders. The former pattern is shown above together with the plaque which fixes
the build-date to 1612, while the double arch rings can be seen to the left, in the photograph of the downstream face,
below. Access is good.
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GY20. Ysgoldy Clapper Bridge is just north of the A498 to the north-east of Beddgelert, and carries a footpath over
the Afon Glaslyn, south-west of Lake Gwynant, and Beddgelert Roman Bridge. Unfortunately, I visited the bridge on a
day of very heavy rain, and would have had to pass through soaking knee-high grass to approach it, and although I
was able to see that a bridge was there, the only photograph I obtained, taken at distance from the road was unhelpful.
The information which follows comes mainly from the Listed Building site; the clapper bridge has 6 rectangular apertures,
created by irregular slate slabs supported on boulder and rubble piers. The piers have upstream cutwaters while
downstream, they seem to be raised well above the bridge surface. These portions are said to be a 20 th century addition,
perhaps to carry metal rails. The bridge is c9m long, and c0.5m wide. It is dated to the 15/16 th century when it was on
the main route up the valley. Presumably access is reasonable in decent weather conditions, though it is surprising that
no-one has posted photographs on the internet, given that it is in a popular area for hiking.
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No.
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OS Location BUILD DATE

DF1

Abergorlech Cothi Bridge

SN 584 336

17th C

DF2

Cardigan Bridge

SN 178 458

17th C

DF3

Cresswell Bridge

SN 051 071

16th C?

DF4

Devil’s Bridge

SN 742 770

16th C?

DF5

Kidwelly Bridge

SN 407 069

15th C

DF6

Llanstinian Bridge

SM 948 332

17/18th C

DF7

Llechryd Bridge

SN 218 436

17th C

DF8

Pont Cerwyn

SM 750 254

17/18th C

DF9

Pont Gynon

SN 126 370

17/18th C

SN 433 059

15th C

DF10 Pont Spwdwr

DF11 Porthclais Clapper Bridge SM 741 242

17th C?
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Ammanford

DF1. Abergorlech Cothi Bridge carries a minor road over the River Cothi, a tributary of the River Tywi, just off the
B4310 in the village of Abergorlech which is 24km north-east of Carmarthen. Parts are variously attributed to the
16th or 17th century, but as there is a reference to a wooden bridge in 1675, it seems logical to date the stone bridge
to the late 17th century. However that brings its own conundrum, because of the arch shapes. The bridge is rubble
built and comprises 3 arches, the two to the north being pointed, the other segmental and very likely of later origin,
possibly in 1794 when repairs are flagged by a plaque. The northernmost arch is noticeably distorted, as shown in
the lower photograph. The total length is 26m, with the central arch spanning c8m, and the narrow roadway is only
2.4m wide. The piers have full-height, V-shaped cutwaters rising to the parapet as refuges. The voussoirs on the
older arches are narrow and irregular, but those on the newer arch are dressed. All the arches have hood moulds,
and there are string courses above each. The parapet has a simple coping course. Access is fairly good, though not
to river level nearby.
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DF2. Cardigan Bridge in its first incarnation as a
wooden bridge dates from 1136, and there are
references between then and 1639 when the stone
bridge which stands now was probably built. There is
some confusion between sources, because at least
one arch was rebuilt in the 18th century, as confirmed
by a plaque, and it may be that stylistic modifications
to others were made then which made them conform
in detail. Nonetheless, the surviving portion of the
bridge is best given a 17th century build-date. The
bridge spans the River Tyfi, linking the two parts of
the town, and leads directly to the castle at its north
end. The fabric is blue lias rubble stone, and there
are now 5 main segmental arches, with a greatest
span of c10m, separated by very broad piers,
together with a small flood arch at the southern end;
the total length is 77m. There may once have been 7 river arches, but if so, 2 were probably built over as the river
channel was confined in the 18th century. The width is now 4.5m, thanks to the addition of 0.9m on the downstream
(west) face, as shown above; also visible are the original single arch rings below hood moulds. Presumably the cutwaters
originally rose to give refuges on both faces, (though one is cut off lower down on the upstream face) but the widening
operation eliminated the refuges downstream and left rather vestigial cutwaters. A footbridge was built alongside, to the
west, in 1976, and further strengthening and repairs of the main bridge have been completed since. Access is reasonably
good around the bridge, though various obstructions and traffic make it difficult to obtain attractive photographs.
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DF3. Cresswell Bridge carries a minor road over the Creswell River, a few miles to the east of the estuary which
becomes Milford Haven. It comprises two very shallow segmental arches, each about 5m in span, skewed to the
river at about 30 degrees to its width. Triangular cutwaters, upstream and downstream, rise to refuges which quite
unusually are expanded by corbelling out from the tops of the cutwaters, and are offset from each other on the
roadway. The single arch rings are recessed within rectangular frames, and are made of roughly cut thin slices. The
remaining fabric is rubble but of varying amounts of order, and differing in grade of the stones. The Listing suggests
that the arches and lower structure date from the 16th century, whereas the upper part of the bridge was
reconstructed in the early 18th century. There are striations in the soffits, but no conclusive evidence of widening to
the present c4m. I am doubtful about such an early build-date, based largely it seems on the age of other buildings
close-by, and will instead assign the bridge to the 17/18th centuries. Access is limited to a downstream bank from
where the photograph was taken, and even here I may have been unknowingly trespassing.
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DF4. Devil’s Bridge spans Monks River, a tributary of the Rheidol River, carrying the A4120, 14km south-east of
Aberystwyth, beside a village named for the bridge. Uniquely, there are three arches one above the other, and high
above the river which flows through a deep gorge. Even the lowest arch is 30m above the river bed, and its pointed
shape speaks for medieval origins, though not as early as the 12 th century which has been claimed. Jervoise
suggests the 16th century, but presents no evidence, and its faces and the soffits seem to have been reconstructed,
when the second bridge was added above in 1753. This was segmental with a span of 18m, and widened and
strengthened as compared with the first bridge which may have spanned c13m; it did incorporate the original
abutments. At the beginning of the 19th century it was provided with iron railings. The topmost bridge is an iron beam
type built in 1901. The photographs show the current appearance, to the left, and that just over a hundred years
ago, before the highest bridge was added. The name derives from a story, not told only of this bridge, in which the
Devil offers a peasant woman the lowest bridge to allow her to retrieve livestock, in return for the soul of the first
living thing to cross the bridge. The Devil duly supplies the bridge, but the woman entices her dog to cross over it,
so thwarting Satan, who as per usual in such tales is remarkably gullible and willing to stick to his word. Although it
is not possible to approach close to the original bridge, there are plenty viewing points that allow the structure to be
viewed as an entity..
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DF5. Kidwelly Bridge is situated on the A 484 which
crosses the River Gwendraeth Fach, giving access
to the main part of the small town. The interest in it
concerns the lower part of the structure, because the
original bridge has been more than doubled in width
to 9m since its building possibly in the late 15th
century, and the work was carried out to both faces.
The core of the bridge is a pointed arch to the north,
and a semi-circular arch to the south, (reversing the
lay-out given in the Listing), which implies that one of
the arches is an early rebuild. Both arches have since
been widened on each face, which seems to have
presented difficulties in matching the arches to the
central pillar and the V-shaped cutwater, because it
has been done in two steps. The photographs
alongside, southern arch above, are some way from
conclusive evidence, but I think the explanation
offered here is better than that of Jervoise who
suggests a two stage widening of one arch, and a
single stage operation on the other. As a result of
these alterations in the 1920s, the bridge viewed
from anywhere that masks the underside looks like a
nondescript early 20th century, rubble-built bridge
with two segmental arches, string course above, and
vestigial cutwaters brought to a point below the
parapets. The latter are provided with four minitowers. Access is fair, downstream (west) and all the
photographs are of that face.
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DF6. Llanstinian Bridge is c100m west of the A40,
5km south of Fishguard; it crosses a small stream,
the Afon Cleddau. The Listing assigns it to the 16 th
century, though its upper elements were extensively
rebuilt in the late 20th century. Now the fabric is
rubble with slightly incongruous vertical slices as
parapet copings. In reality it is little more than a
rectangular culvert with an aperture less than 1m
wide, as shown in the upstream photograph. I
removed the bridge, as I was unconvinced that much
that can be seen is pre-1700, but perhaps coherent
masonry survives from then so I have reinstated it.
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DF7. Llechryd Bridge carries a minor road south
from the A484 across the River Tyfi, 4km south-east
of Cardigan. A wooden bridge existed in the 16th
century, but there is a consensus that it was
superseded by the stone rubble bridge which we see
now, in the middle of the 17th century, not least
because of a plaque showing the date 1656. The
descriptions in the various sources conflict over
some details, but it is clear enough that the bridge
comprises 5 segmental river arches spanning up to
c7.5m each, and that there is one flood arch to the
north, visible in the photograph below, and two more
to the south, which together with broad piers add up
to a total bridge length of 52m. The bridge is rubble built, and the voussoirs forming single flush arch rings are especially
deep. The river arch to the north has been built out on the west face within a squared frame, presumably to allow the
road to splay outwards, thus easing passage on and off the bridge; there is a similar adaptation achieved by other means
to the south side. These modifications were made in the early 19th century. There are four large cutwaters on each face
which rise to provide refuges enclosed by the low parapets, but the carriageway width is only 3m. The bridge can be
viewed from most directions, though vegetation obstructs some lines of sight.
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DF8. Pont Cerwyn is also known as Merryvale
Bridge; there are actually four bridges at the location
on the west side of the Cathedral Close in St. Davids.
The situation is clear

enough in the lower

photograph, taken from the south. It shows Pit Street
having divided, being carried across a mill race and
then the River Alun. The building on the right sits
above the mill leet which is apparently contained
there in a channel with a barrel vault, and sluice gate;
along with the precinct walls the building is dated to
the 13th century. The bridges carrying the left hand
branch of the road are modern, and that across the
river on the right hand branch of the road (indicated
by the further wooden fencing) dates from 1835. The
downstream face of the fourth bridge (to the right of the nearer fencing) is shown above; it is rubble built and has one
low segmental arch with a single flush arch ring. According to the Listed Building site, it is medieval, though its
appearance provides no support for the assertion. It seems unlikely that the visible part of the bridge dates back further
than the 18th century, but there may well be older structures in the arch and below the adjacent building, possibly even
dating to the 13th century. I will retain the bridge, reluctantly, but will place it in the 17/18th century category.
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DF9. Pont Gynon and its associated causeway carry
the B4329 across the flood plain of the River Nyfer,
which reaches the sea at Newport, several miles
south-west of Cardigan. The consensus of observers
of the bridge seems to be that the single segmental
river arch dates from the late-18th or early-19th
century, but that the causeway, which is pierced by
two low flood arches, may date from the 17th century
when a bridge is first recorded here; I place it in the
17/18th century category. Apart from noting that the
river bridge is c3.5m wide and has the typical Welsh signature of a recessed arch ring made of slate slices, (thicker in
this case away from the crown) below a hood mould, I shall say no more of it. The only useful viewing point is from the
south bank looking northwards at the west, downstream, face of the bridge and the causeway which apparently stretches
for 70m. The flood arches are visible in Google Earth views though nothing else can be said about the arch sizes and
configurations.
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DF10. Pont Spwdwr carried the B4308 road over the River Gwendraith Fawr, but seems once to have been on the
main route west to St. David’s; it was bypassed 80 years ago. According to Jervoise, who refers to repairs carried
out in the 16th century, this is the oldest bridge in South Wales, but the Coflein site suggests that it was actually built
in the late-16th century. Without documentary evidence, the matter cannot be resolved conclusively, but the pointed
arch forms may support Jervoise, and a dating to the 15 th century. It is a single- carriageway rubble-stone bridge
carrying a road of width 2.4m, with 6 pointed arches spanning (from the south-east) 6.1m, 8.5m, 9.1 m, 5.5m, 6.1m,
2.7m. There are single flush arch rings. The piers and abutments have V-shaped cutwaters rising to the parapet to
form refuges, either 8 or 10 in all. The two southernmost arches span the river, the next two are built over floodplain,
and further north-west there are two additional arches built over the floodplain on the approach to the bridge; the
length of the whole structure is 64m. The strange name, colloquially ‘Spudder’s Bridge’, is reputedly a play in Welsh
on the name of a magistrate who failed to fulfil his obligation to keep the bridge in good repair. Unfortunately, the
bridge surrounds are overgrown with shrubby trees which now make viewing it as an entity impossible, so I present
an older photograph of the whole bridge, as well as my own of the river arches.
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DF11. Porthclais Clapper Bridge is immediately upstream of a bridge carrying a minor road which runs south-west
from St. Davids to the point where the River Alun discharges into Porthclais Harbour. Its main features are shown
in the photograph below, namely two very large rubble piers with correspondingly large cutwaters on the upstream
faces, with slabs laid across the top. The main river channel is spanned by a single slab, approximately 3m long and
1.5m wide; the downstream edge is worn thin and is ragged as if bits might have dropped off. Metal rails have been
added upstream and the edge here, protected from footfall is straight. This rather suggests that either this edge was
trimmed at the time the modern-looking rails were added, or that they had predecessors. Dating clapper bridges is
always difficult in the absence of documentation, and all that should be said is that the structure may be of the 17 th
century, but is unlikely to be older. Access is fairly good, but the proximity of the road bridge limits the possible
viewing directions.
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IOM1. Monk’s Bridge, Rushen Abbey crosses
Silver Burn, in the village of Ballasalla, 11½km southwest of Douglas. The rubble structure comprises 2
main arches, both pointed, though of different shape
and size, perhaps spanning c3m each, and a small
side arch, (too small to have been much use as a
flood arch). There are single flush arch rings of
roughly shaped narrow voussoirs. A cobbled track of
width 2m is carried between the parapets. There are
small cutwaters upstream, but none downstream.
The bridge is universally described as dating to the 14 th century, and nothing about the configuration belies this; there
are few better preserved examples of bridges almost 700 years old.
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